
Cycling. Helen and Sue run this
Manchester-based cycling group, and
Lucy is desperate to get going.

Lucy's dad Rob is also here. He
explains that he and Lucy came here
three years ago, and it was the best
thing they had ever done. "She does
20 miles on her trike now, or with me
on a tandem." That's impressive, but
he says it's not about the bike - or, at
least, the bike was just the start. "She's
more social now. It has empowered
her because she helps make drinks,
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and she interacts more."
Lucy has autism, one symptom of

which is shying away from contact and
communication, feeling inhibited by
sensory overload. I'm worried Lucy's
going to burst ifHelen doesn't respond
to her cries, and I step back to watch
them zoom ofTaround the track at
Longford Park. I'm almost over-
whelmed by the variety of bicycles.
This group reaches out to 600 people
and it's just one example of the many
organisations nationwide that run on
grants and fund-raising, tirelessly
promoting cycling for everyone.

I'm here because James, my
stepson, has autism. He likes shiny
lights, ringing bells, and things that

~

spin - so the sight
of me cycling sends
him into spasms of
delight. I was
convinced that learning
to ride a bike was an
essential life skill, like coping
in shops and being able to make
a sandwich, and Iassumed that we'd
teach him as he got older. It didn't go
to plan.

James can keep his balance, and
he's beginning to understand braking,
but he prefers to tip the bike upside-
down and spin the wheels. I read all
tile usual how-to-teach-your-child-to-
ride advice and it simply didn't
address the difference. So what is a m
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family to do when a child
has additional needs?

A government Green
Paper (2011) claimed that
21 per cent of school
children have a special
or additional need. This
covers everything:
children with behav-
ioural issues, physical
disabilities, mental
health issues, mental
difficulties or delays,
both in mainstream
education and
alternative provision.

Helen says Simply
Cycling's purpose is "to
get everyone cycling
- we're all-ability." It's
a straightforward,
can-do approach and
when I gaze at the
hand cycles, trikes,
cargo bikes, and
tagalongs, I have a
revelation. I had been too focused on
getting James to ride a proper bike
- Ishould have been asking, "what
bike is best for James?" What is a
'proper' bike, anyway?

There's no barrier to cycling.
Randall glides past powering a bike
that's carrying a wheelchair on the
front, inwhich Jamie is wrapped in a
blanket His father was a cyclist. So is
Jamie. It's an advantage to be on a
fiat, traffic-free track. though the
cyclists can cake o.<f around the park
too. Being aw""y ir'ar:J:), aL'"S. and from
judge:rr£:',!aJ pee!' gw..;;.-s,. IS helpful
Cb:il<i.::::. w:x, ~'i qcle.at home

=dhere

about the little things that can make a
big difference, such as a footplate to
keep feet on the pedals, or a raised
back support.

My eyes have been opened. I
wanted to teach James to ride a bike
properly, but I've been doing it wrong.
Teaching a child with special needs is
about making the connection between
ability and adaptation, and looking for
what that child can do.

How do you find a group like this?
There's no national network. Local
authorities may be aware of these
organisations but may not have all the
details. It's a case ofinternet searching
and asking around, and 'all-ability
cycling' is a useful term Many people,
:!lee Rob and Lucy, came aao:":': this
group by chance. Get 'Xl ~ toe: :=emet
-oZndrourDeares:~..:;:. ~
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